
 
Spring Green Rod & Gun Club Regulations 

 
 

•Shooting Hours:  Rifle Range hours are from 8:00 am and end 1 hour before sunset.  Trap Range hours are between 
8:00 am and 10:00 pm. 

•Range closed on the 1st Saturday and Sunday of the traditional 9 day deer hunting season in November. 

•Rifle range is closed when trap range is in use or by Noon on Wednesdays of Trap League Events. 

•If gate is locked when entering, then close and lock the gate behind you upon entering and again when departing. 

•No passing your gate key to non-members for using the rifle range facilities. 

•Ranges are used on a first come first serve basis.  Sign in at range, sign in book is provided in sand bag compartment.  
Use sportsmanship and courtesy.  If range is in use upon arriving, ask how long they intend to use the range.  When 
other people are on the premises, inform them of your shooting intentions.  Safety first! 

•One minor guest will be allowed to use the range with a member present. 

•Ranges are closed on dates of scheduled club events, including rental of club house to members for private use and 
Hunter Safety classes. 

•Alcoholic beverages shall not be brought onto the premises. 

•No alcoholic beverages allowed on the ranges. 

•No Dogs allowed. 

•Hearing and eye protection are required. 

•No magnum loads on the trap range.  The only shot sizes allowed are 7½, 8 or 9. 

•Keep action open and gun unloaded at all times. 

•Only load gun when at a shooting station. 

•Always point muzzle in a safe direction regardless of whether it is loaded or not. 

•Guns should be stored in gun rack or in case. 

•Load shells for single or two for doubles. 

•Misfired cartridges and shells are to be deposited in red security box. 

•Each shooter, age 10 to 16, must be accompanied by an adult at all times, minimum age is 10 years of ages. 

•Only paper targets allowed on the rifle range. 

•Deposit empty casings and trash in appropriate containers on all ranges. 

•No shooting beyond concrete shooting stations on the trap range. 

•Picking up clay targets from trap range is prohibited.  Also no other trap shooting devices other than the gun clubs will 
be allowed. 

•A decision of the range officer is final. 

•Rifle target will only be placed to the center of the target not to the posts or the framework.  Do not place shooting 
targets on any other part of the back stop or the berm. 

 
 

Violations of these regulations could jeopardize your continued use of the facilities. 
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